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QUESTION: 1
Which resource can be used to monitor and perform remote reboot/shutdown of the
D2D4312? (Select two.)

A. Guardian Service Processor (GSP)
B. HP Service Modem (SM)
C. D2D Console (D2DC)
D. Management Processor (MP)
E. Integrated Lights-Out (iLO)

Answer: C, E

QUESTION: 2
What is the recommended method of tape offload for virtual tape?

A. replicating the data to a remote tape device using the HP OST plug-in
B. creating a private NAS share and use replication services to move the data, then
copying the NAS share to tape using the backup solution
C. configuring the D2D to use shadow copy services to back up to directly attached tape
devices
D. using a backup application like HP DataProtector to control and manage the copy of
virtual to physical media

Answer: D

QUESTION: 3
What is the maximum number of source D2D appliances that can replicate to a single
D2D4312 target?

A. 8
B. 16
C. 24
D. 50

Answer: D

QUESTION: 4
Which technology makes it possible to replicate data over low bandwidth connections
between HP D2D solutions?
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A. S.M.A.R.T disk blocks
B. HP Accelerated deduplication
C. D2D data compression module
D. HP StoreOnce deduplication

Answer: D

QUESTION: 5
Large amounts of data are being backed up from multiple hosts. When sizing the
number of deduplication stores, which best practice will improve performance by
simplifying each store and reducing the amount of data each contains?

A. create many small deduplication stores
B. create one large deduplication store 200GB larger than the total amount of data
C. separate them across several libraries and consequently into multiple backup jobs
D. use several large cartridges greater than 800GB

Answer: C

QUESTION: 6
Which virtual library interface is provided on all HP D2D products?

A. Direct SCSI Attached
B. Firewire
C. Fibre Channel
D. iSCSI

Answer: D

QUESTION: 7
Which deduplication architecture is a portable engine that can be consistently embedded
in multiple products?

A. Accelerated Deduplication Engine
B. HP StoreOnce Deduplication
C. Dynamic Deduplication Script
D. HP Advanced Deduplication Accelerator
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Answer: B

QUESTION: 8
What NAS protocols are supported by all current HP StoreOnce products? (Select two.)

A. NFTP
B. NCP
C. NFS
D. CIFS
E. FTP

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 9
Why should you make replication target libraries visible to the backup host? (Select
two.)

A. to check the integrity of the replicated backup by doing a restore
B. to make replicate target libraries visible by default
C. to perform manual tape copy to any device on the network using the backup
application
D. to make all barcode labels visible to the backup server

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 10
When configuring a NAS share on a D2D backup device, which types of authentication
can be set? (Select three.)

A. NIS authentication
B. Active Directory (AD) authentication
C. NFS authentication
D. No authentication
E. User authentication
F. NDS authentication

Answer: B, D, E

QUESTION: 11
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